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Leader
Subject: park operator
Optimization goal: maxSPark (maximum daily
operating profit of the park)
Control variables: real-time electricity price, heat
price, cooling price
Subject: park operator
Optimization objective: minCPark (minimum daily operating
cost of the park)
Control variable: output of each energy supply unit in the park

Game

Follower
Subject: user
Optimization goal: maxIUser (user's comprehensive energy efficiency)
Controlled variables: electrical load, heating load, cooling load
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Introduction
This paper takes the power grid company as
the lead investor, and constructs an
economic model of multi-agent joint
investment in energy storage power stations.
Based on the whole life cycle cost theory, the
cost model of the physical energy storage
power station is established, and the optimal
dispatch solution and investment income
model are established for various types of
investment entities. By transforming the
problem of public benefit distribution in joint
operation into a game problem of
characteristic function, and solving based on
Shapley value, a stable and reasonable
distribution scheme is obtained.

Methods
The issue of BESS dividend distribution for
investment entities can be seen as a problem
of balancing the distribution of income
among participants in a cooperative game.
Shapley value is one of the methods to solve
the distribution of benefits and costs in
cooperative games. Studies have shown that
the public cost allocation method based on
Shapley value is stable and can provide
desired economic incentive signals to all
parties. According to the definition, the
dividend distribution problem of BESS
belongs to the utility transferable game in the
cooperative game, and can be further divided
into the characteristic function game.
The game problem can be expressed as a
two-tuple:
𝐺 = 𝑁, 𝑣
（1）
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Fig.1 Schematic diagram of test system

Simulation Results
Participant
Energy storage
capacity/(kw h)
Energy storage
power/(kw)
Daily income/yuan
under independent
investment
Daily income per unit
of capacity/yuan
Daily bonus/yuan
original profit margin
current profit margin
Current total profit /
ten thousand yuan
Cashback period/year
Original return
period/year
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1334.7
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0.75

0.78

0.67

0.61

154.9
47.8%
98.8%

259.2
54.8%
106.0%

540.8
25.0%
75.7%

2058.0
27.8%
106.3%

529.2

914.1

1643.0

1802.8

12.1

11.6

13.7

11.6

16.2

15.5

19.2

18.8

Conclusion

(1)The power grid company is the only
necessary participant in this cooperative
game, which makes it able to generate
effective contribution value in any order of
cooperative alliance formation. This reflects
the impact of participant attributes on income
distribution.
1
𝜑! 𝐺 =
) 𝛿! 𝑆" 𝑖
(2)This
operating
model
allocates
reasonable
𝑛！
（2） and considerable energy storage power
"∈$ %
𝛿! 𝐶 = 𝑣 𝐶 ∪ 𝑖 − 𝑣 𝐶
（3） station revenue dividends to participants,
effectively reducing the time to recover costs.
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